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SEO

SEO stands for search engine optimization, which means using words to get a 
higher ranking on Google/Bing search engines so more people click on.

Words in headlines, summaries, captions, breakout boxes all determine search 
engine results.

It's Journalism 101: Use “key” terms in the summary (vs. generic words like 
‘elementary music education’), be specific and be clear.

Tips: Don’t tear yourself up in knots writing a gibberish summary to appeal only to 
a search engine. Use your journalism skills and write a straight, clear nut-graph 
lede. 



Click-through

Headlines and summaries will also encourage people looking at home page and 
search engine results page to click on your story to read it.

Again, it's Journalism 101: 

What makes this story interesting? What are the key facts? What about it reinforces 
our brand? 

Don't: Many people may be tempted to tease or taunt readers into clicking on a 
story by being vague or “clever.” Don't. Studies upon studies show readers have a 
high distrust of stories on websites and will not click on such “teasing” stories – and 
will have an overall negative impression of a site. They do like headlines and 
summaries that help them evaluate if they want to read.

Do: Summaries don't have to be boring and dry. Attitude and color is fine if it 
matches tone of the story and is clear.



Headlines

Stick to seven words or less

Reinforce brand

Be clear

Update with story



.

Summaries

Stick to 40-50 words
Reinforce brand
Be clear
Update with story



Hed is too short,
summary is too vague



Good hed, but short 
summary undersells story



Good – and quotes draw 
readers



Good words, but awkward 
flow and misses key facts



Drugs, gun and eviction? 
Can't miss in burbs!



.

Final thought

Ask yourself, if you were googling 
this story, what words would you 
type into search engine?

Ask yourself, what elements of 
this story would make you want to 
read it? 


